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Abstract
An efficient and cost effective method of monitoring North Slope lakes is 

essential for balancing the needs of industrial and environmental consumers. Arctic lakes 

are necessary for supporting facility and drilling operations. They are also integral parts 

o f  the Arctic ecosystem. Lakes are advantageous sites for long term monitoring o f 

climate change. Remote sensing is a cost effective tool for sustained monitoring of this 

large and inaccessible environment.

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) was used in conjunction with the Modified 

Stefan’s ice thickness equation to estimate bathymetry and volume of three North Slope 

lakes. A series C-band SAR images taken over the 2000-2001 winter were processed to 

differentiate between grounded and floating ice. The ice thickness of each pixel was 

estimated by recording the date it became grounded and the corresponding ice thickness 

of that date. Ice thickness was used to determine water depth, which was used to create 

bathymetric maps and estimate volume.

The bathymetric estimates using the SAR methodology for lakes S0901, S0902 

and S0903 produced an 18.08% underestimate, 19.06% underestimate and a 6.53% 

overestimate, when compared to ground truthed bathymetry. These results demonstrate 

that this method can be used for reliable, low cost evaluation of these important 

resources.
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Introduction
An easy, low cost, and automatable method of determining bathymetry and 

volume of shallow Arctic lakes on Alaska’s North Slope is needed because they are an 

important source of fresh water for industry and the arctic ecosystem. The North Slope 

includes thousands of square miles between the Brooks Range and the Arctic Ocean.

This harsh, yet fragile environment makes field monitoring both difficult and expensive. 

Travel to many field sites is limited to helicopter, snowmachine or ice road as there are 

few permanent roads on the North Slope. Fieldwork is further complicated by extremely 

cold temperatures and little daylight during the long winters. The harsh nature of this 

landscape makes is a perfect candidate for monitoring with remote sensing.

Due to the sustained cold, permafrost (perennially frozen ground) is extensive on 

the North Slope. Water accumulates in depressions and thaws the permafrost to form 

thaw lakes. Commonly less than 2 m deep, (Sellmann et al. 1975a), the size of these 

lakes is related to the topographic relief of the land. Larger, shallow lakes formed near 

Harrison Bay, Smith Bay, and Icy Cape where the land is relatively flat. Smaller, deeper 

lakes formed near Prudhoe Bay where the land has relatively more elevated features 

(Sellmann et al. 1975a).

The hydrology of shallow Arctic lakes fluctuates dramatically throughout the 

year. Many lakes experience a water deficit during the summer months when the rate of 

evaporation exceeds the recharge. This trend is often reversed during the winter months 

when solid precipitation accumulates as snow and ice. Winter is the limiting season on



fish populations even though the water balance is at its highest point in the year. Ice 

formation excludes impurities from the ice matrix which decreases the quality and 

quantity of water available for sustaining fish populations.

Water withdrawal permits are dependent on the species of fish present in the 

lakes. For lakes containing no fish, the Alaska Department of Natural Resources limits 

water removal to 20% of the total lake volume. Lakes containing fish are regulated by 

the Department of Fish and Game. Lakes containing fish sensitive to low oxygen levels, 

such as northern pike, lake trout and whitefish, are permitted for up to 15% of the under

ice water to be removed. Lakes containing fish tolerant of low oxygen levels such as 

nine-spine stickleback and the Alaska blackfish are permitted for up to 30% of the under

ice water to be removed. Under-ice volume is defined as the volume remaining when the 

ice is at its maximum thickness; 7 ft in lakes containing fish sensitive to low oxygen 

levels and 5 ft in lakes containing fish tolerant of low-oxygen levels (William Morris, 

Alaska Department of Fish and Game, 13 July, 2010, personal communication), (White et 

al. 2008).

The goal of this investigation was to develop and test a method of measuring the 

bathymetry and volume of shallow lakes on Alaska’s North Slope using Space borne 

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) and the Modified Stefan’s Ice Growth Equation.
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Site Description
This study focused on three lakes on Alaska’s North Slope. Lakes S0901, S0902 

and S0903 are located on the coastal plain, within the Sagavanirktok River watershed, 

north of the Brooks Range and within a 'A mile of the James Dalton Highway (Alaska 

Route 11). Figure 1 is a map of the study area and surroundings.

Figure 1: Map showing location of study lakes and surrounding area.

3

S0901, S0902, and S0903 are relatively small lakes created by thaw or

2thermokarst processes (Miller 2005). Study lake sizes range from 357,965 to 486,289 m ,



with depths up to 2.1 m. Their dimensions are listed in Table 1. A picture overlooking 

lake S0902 is included, Figure 2.
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Table 1: Size of lakes used in study.

Lake Lake Lake
S0901 S0902 S0903

Volume (m ) 420,003 373,712 436,564

Surface Area (m2) 387,212 357,965 486,289
Max Water Depth (m) 1.95 1.9 2.1
Major axis length (m) 850 840 800
Minor axis length (m) 500 540 750
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Figure 2: Photograph of lake S0901, taken July 2009. Facing S-SW.

Winter snowfall between mid-September and May accounts for approximately 

40% of the total annual precipitation on the North Slope (Kane et al. 2000). This water is 

only made available to the rest of the watershed in early summer when the accumulated 

snow and ice melts (Carlson and Kane 1973). Arctic lakes typically experience a water 

surplus in early summer. For the remainder of the summer, from mid-June to late August, 

the rate of evaporation is typically much greater than recharge from rainfall (Mendez et 

al. 1998). This results in a water deficit near the end of the summer.



The existence of Arctic lakes and the character of the landscape on the coastal 

plain are in part due to the continuous permafrost underlying much of the North Slope. 

Considered essentially an impenetrable lower boundary layer (Kane et al. 2000), 

permafrost is covered by boggy, poorly drained soils that are heavy in decomposing 

organic matter and blue-green mineral layers (Britton 1966). Approximately 83% of the 

coastal plain is characterized as wetlands (Kane et al. 2000) with the most dominant 

vegetation including mosses, grasses, sedges, and lichens (Miller 2005).

Most Arctic lakes are formed when water in shallow depressions creates thaw 

bulbs which are up to 200 ft deep (Brewer 1958). Lake number and depth are related to 

the elevation and number of the terrain features in an area. The relatively flat coastal 

plain contains numerous shallow (<2 m deep) lakes. Closer to the elevated foothills of the 

Brooks Range, lakes become deeper and less numerous (Truett and Johnson 2000). 

Approximately 60% of the lakes near Barrow are reported to be between 1.4 and 1.5 m 

deep; of the remainder, only 23% are reported to be deeper than 2.2 m (Jeffries et al. 

1996). However, the ratio of shallow to deep lakes changes closer to the Brooks Range; 

Jeffries et al. reported that 77% of the lakes 100 km south of Barrow are >2.2 m deep 

(1996).

Arctic lakes remain frozen for much of the year. Figure 3 shows the 13-year daily 

average minimum and maximum air temperatures for Prudhoe Bay taken from 1986

1999. Monthly average temperatures were only above freezing for 3 months (June, July, 

and August) with a maximum average temperature of 48°F occurring in July. The

6



minimum average temperature of -19°F occurred in January (WRCC 2010). Due to 

extended periods of below-freezing ambient air temperatures, most shallow Arctic lakes 

are only completely ice free for a few weeks at the end of the summer. During this time, 

these lakes can rapidly warm to 15°C due to their small size, depth, and volume.

7

Day of Year

Figure 3: 13-Year Climate Normals (Max and Min 1m air temp) at Prudhoe Bay (WRCC 2010).



Literature Review 

Early W ork
Early investigations of Alaska’s North Slope using X-band (X = 3 cm) side- 

looking airborne radar (SLAR) to monitor near shore sea ice discovered differential radar 

returns from inland lakes (Sellmann et al. 1975b; Weeks et al. 1977; Weeks et al. 1978; 

Weeks et al. 1981). During this early work it was observed that some inland lakes 

appeared dark in SLAR images. Others appeared toroidal, with a light center surrounded 

by a dark ring. It was hypothesized that due to the different dielectric properties of water, 

ice, and frozen soil, ice that froze to the ground would return a consistently dark SLAR 

signal. The radar signal would be absorbed by the ground instead of being reflected and 

returned by the ice. According to this hypothesis, lakes returning a toroidal image could 

result from areas of ungrounded ice at the deeper lake center surrounded by areas of 

grounded ice on the lake’s edges.

Similar observations of shallow inland lakes between Smith Bay and Harrison 

Bay Alaska in the winter of 1976 by Elachi et al. (1976) and Weeks et al. (1978) using L- 

band SLAR (X=25 cm) led Weeks to suggest a new hypothesis. Weeks hypothesized that 

the high rate of radar return from ungrounded shallow inland lakes was due to 2 factors,

1) the presence of an ice/water interface, which alone would reflect radar signals away 

from the receiver, and 2) the presence of elongated bubbles in the lake ice, which in the 

presence of an air/water interface would redirect some reflected signals back to the radar 

receiver. Direct investigation supported this hypothesis (Weeks et al. 1981).
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Mellor provided further evidence that grounded ice returns less of the radar 

signal. Using X-band SLAR Mellor monitored radar backscatter of several lakes during 

the ice growth season of 1978-1979 (1982). A series of images collected from December 

to May showed a correlation between ice grounding and radar signal. As the number of 

freezing days increased, grounded ice grew from each lake’s shallow edges towards its 

center. This growth caused a corresponding increase in areas near the shore returning less 

radar signal. This observation supported the hypothesis that radar signal is correlated to 

ice grounding.

Early SLAR work supports a model where ungrounded ice containing 1) an 

ice/water interface layer and 2) vertically elongated air bubbles trapped in the ice matrix 

(Figure 4 line (a)) returns a stronger signal than grounded ice (Figure 4 line (c)) or 

ungrounded ice containing no vertically elongated air bubbles (Figure 4 line (b)). Signals 

entering ungrounded ice with no vertically elongated air bubbles in the ice matrix, 

commonly seen in thinner early season ice, are reflected away from the receiver. Signals 

entering grounded ice are reflected away from the receiver by elongated air bubbles if 

present, and/or absorbed by frozen ground. The different radar signals returned by 

different types of ice, in part governed by the dielectric constant and contrast, make 

volume and bathymetric estimation by remote sensing possible when combined with the 

Modified Stefan’s Ice Growth Equation.

9
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Figure 4: Schematic showing the three scenarios for radar scattering.

Taken from Weeks, et al., 1981.

The dielectric constant is a measure of how well electromagnetic waves will 

propagate through a given medium and is a major factor governing the behavior of a 

radar beam as it passes between different media. The dielectric contrast is the difference 

between the dielectric constants of adjourning media. If an electromagnetic wave leaves a 

medium with a high dielectric constant (e.g. ice) to enter a medium with a low dielectric 

constant (e.g. frozen soil), the wave will pass through the second media until it runs out 

of energy (is absorbed). If an electromagnetic wave leaves a medium with a low electric 

constant (ice) to encounter a medium with a high dielectric constant (water), it will be 

reflected. The dielectric constants depicted in Figure 4 are: sice= 3.2, swater=80.0, Sfrozen 

soil=4.7, sdry snow=1.5 (Frolov and Macheret 1999; Zhang et al. 2003; Leconte et al. 2009). 

Dry snow, such as found on Alaska’s North Slope, has a significantly lower dielectric 

constant than ice, water, or frozen soil. Its dielectric constant is also nearly equivalent to 

the dielectric constant of air (sair=1.0 at standard temperature and pressure). Air over dry



snow does not create a significant dielectric contrast and is of minor effect (Wakabayashi 

et al. 1994).

The radar signal from a partially frozen lake is greatest when a layer of ice 

containing vertical bubbles greater than 12 cm thick (Jeffries et al. 1994) is present over a 

water/ice interface (Weeks et al. 1978). These conditions are most commonly met in 

ungrounded late season ice. Lake ice is mostly composed of bundles of ice crystals up to 

40 cm in length, oriented vertically (Gow et al. 1977). During early season ice formation, 

impurities (including gasses) are excluded from the forming ice matrix. The density of 

gas in the underlying water layer increases faster than it can diffuse through the ice after 

initial ice formation. Decomposing dissolved organic matter also adds gasses to the 

encapsulated liquid water layer throughout the winter. During late season ice formation, 

when the water underlying early season ice is supersaturated with gas, the ice/water 

diffusion gradient favors gas encapsulation in the ice matrix.

Contemporary W ork
All of the fundamental works (Sellmann et al. 1975b; Elachi et al. 1976; Weeks et

al. 1977; Weeks et al. 1978; Weeks et al. 1981; Mellor 1982) used SLAR radiometrically 

uncalibrated photographic products. It was not possible to quantify spatial and temporal 

variation of backscatter intensity in these images. With the launch of ERS-1, which 

carries a C-band radar (X = 5.7 cm) in 1991, radiometrically calibrated Synthetic Aperture 

Radar (SAR) products, such as those used in this investigation, were available for the first 

time.
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Investigations using the new radiometrically calibrated SAR products continued 

to support conclusions reached in previous work using uncalibrated products. At the time 

of initial ice formation, backscatter is low, between -16 to -22 dB (Jeffries et al. 1994). 

This is expected due to the lack of gas bubbles encapsulated in early season ice. Late 

season ungrounded ice with encapsulated ice bubbles returns a stronger signal of -6 to -7 

dB (Jeffries et al. 1994; Morris et al. 1995). Grounded ice, which may have elongated gas 

bubbles but no ice/water interface returns a signal -15.1 to -18 dB (Jeffries et al. 1994; 

Morris et al. 1995), a decrease of 8-10 dB over ungrounded ice containing elongated gas 

bubbles (Morris et al. 1995; Duguay et al. 1999).

Based upon the current knowledge of how different ice conditions in shallow 

lakes reflect radar signals, Kozlenko and Jeffries found that at least six ERS-1 images 

taken at different times are required to make an accurate map of lake bathymetry (2000). 

Duguay and Lafleur compared a series of winter ERS-1 images to a summer Landsat 

image showing lake bathymetry (2003). They reported good correlation between the 

results from the two techniques for measuring the bathymetry of shallow oligotropic and 

ultra-oligotrophic lakes. They further reported that grounded ice on lakes with rocky 

bottoms shows less decrease in backscatter than grounded ice in lakes with soft sediment 

bottoms

Other products can be used to detect grounded portions of lakes using the same 

methodology as ERS-1. Both (Duguay et al. 2002) and (Hirose et al. 2008) detected 

grounded ice in shallow lakes using RADARSAT images. RADARSAT products have

12



great potential for creating more accurate maps than ERS-1 products given their greater 

temporal coverage (Duguay et al. 2002). Radarsat was not used for this study because 

the ERS-2 data had already been acquired.

13



Available Data

Ice Thickness Data
A series of 191 point measurements of ice thickness were taken from North Slope

lakes between 2006-08 as part of the Kuparuk Foothills Hydrology Project, the North 

Slope Lakes Hydrological Monitoring Project, and the Sagavanirktok River/Bullen Point 

Hydrology Project (Appendix A) (Chambers et al. 2006; Hilton et al. 2006; White et al. 

2006; Hilton et al. 2007a; Holland et al. 2007a; Myerchin et al. 2007a; Hilton et al.

2007b; Holland et al. 2007b; Myerchin et al. 2007b; Holland et al. 2008; Myerchin et al. 

2008a; Myerchin et al. 2008b). An additional nine holes were drilled on the study lakes 

in April 2009 (Appendix B). A map of these lakes can be seen in Figure 5.

Temperature Records
The University of Alaska Fairbanks (UAF) Water and Environmental Research

Center (WERC) operates seven meteorological stations located in close proximity to

eighteen lakes with ice thickness records. The National Climate Data Center (NCDC)

operates a first-order station at the Prudhoe Bay airport. A map showing the locations of

meteorological stations used in this investigation is shown in Figure 6.

Modified Stefan’s Ice Thickness Equation
One method for estimating the ice thickness based on meteorological data is the

Modified Stefan’s Ice Thickness Equation, (USACE 2002):

14
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Equation 1: Modified Stefan equation (USACE 2002) 

t  =  C V I  (FD D) ,

where t is ice thickness in inches, C (in/V°F) is a coefficient related to the 

condition of the body of water, as seen in Table 2, and £FDD is the summation of the 

freezing degree days (°F) following freeze-up.

Table 2: Coefficients for use in the Modified Stefan’s Ice Thickness Equation.

(USACE 2002):

Condition Typical Value of C
Windy Lake with no snow 0.8
Average lake with snow 0.50 to 0.70
Average river with snow 0.12 to 0.15
Sheltered small river 0.21 to 0.41

This method was selected based minimal input parameters. In this project, the C value 

was first calibrated with known ice thickness measurements and then used to predict ice 

growth.

ERS-2 Synthetic Aperture Radar
All images in this study were acquired by ERS-2, operated by the European Space

Agency (ESA). ERS-2 was launched on April 21, 1995 and operates on a sun 

synchronous orbit, at an altitude of 800 km. Pixel size is 12.5 m by 12.5 m. It has a 20 m

spatial resolution, meaning 20 m is the smallest object which can be identified with this

imagery. It operates on a 35 day repeat. Image size is 100 km by 100 km. The signal 

oscillates vertically (VV) (ESA 2008).
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Figure 5: Map showing the locations of lakes with ice thickness measurements.
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Figure 6: Map showing the locations of the meteorological stations on the North Slope.
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Methods

In this work, a new method to estimate shallow lake bathymetry and volume using 

SAR images and the Modified Stefan’s Ice Growth Equation was developed. The 

efficacy of the method was evaluated against field data collected during the 2009 field 

season. The flowchart in Figure 7 illustrates the key steps in the method development 

process. Each of these steps are discussed in detail in the following sections.
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Ice thickness measurements 
from past projects (2006-2008)

FDD from NCDC Prudhoe Bay 
weather stations

FDD from WERC weather

SAR Images

Fieldwork Bathymetry

Figure 7: Methods flowchart



Step 1: Determine input parameters for ice thickness equation
To use the Modified Stefan’s Ice Growth Equation to predict maximum ice

thickness for each SAR image, the optimum C and source of £FDD (Freezing Degree 

Days) were determined experimentally.

Method 1- using Freezing Degree Days from the NCDC Prudhoe Bay Station
The C value used in this method was calculated from the Modified Stefan’s Ice

Growth Equation, (Equation 1) using £FDD data from the NCDC Prudhoe Bay station 

and historical ice measurements collected in previous investigations (Appendix A). 

Freezing degree Days were summed beginning the day the average daily air temperature 

dropped to less than 32°F. A “C” value was calculated for each ice measurement 

collected. These were averaged to create a single standard C value used for all ice 

measurements in this investigation. This averaged C value was used in Equation 1 to 

predict unknown ice thickness.

Method 2- using Freezing Degree Days from the closest available meteorological station
Method 2, was identical to method 1, with one modification. The temperature

data used to calculate £FDD in method 2 was collected from the closest available 

meteorological station that met 2 criteria: These stations must 1) be within 100 meters of 

elevation of the lake surface and 2) must have a complete set of recorded temperature 

data for the winter from which ice measurements were obtained. If a weather station did 

not meet both criteria, the lakes within its region were omitted from method 2 of the 

analysis. Lake meteorological station assignments are listed in Table 3.

20
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Table 3: Meteorological assignments for lakes with ice thickness measurements.

North
Franklin Lower White NW Prudhoe West White

Bluffs Kavik Kad Hills Kuparuk Bay Kuparuk Hills
(WERC) (WERC) (WERC) (WERC) (WERC) (NCDC) (WERC) (WERC)

W0607 W0707 W0706 W0703 L9312 W0603 W0801 W0702
W0613 W0709 W0708 W0704 L9817 W0608 W0802

W0705 W0609
W0710

Step 2: Predict ice thickness
The maximum ice thickness for each SAR image was calculated using Equation

1. The most appropriate meteorological station (Prudhoe Bay or nearest available) to 

compute freezing degree days and the corresponding C were determined in Step 1.

Step 3: Process images to determine SAR bathymetry
UAF’s Water and Environmental Research Center (WERC) acquired a set of

ERS-2 images for the winter of 2000-2001 from the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF).

Orbit number and date of images covering the study area are listed in Table 4.

Table 4: Images covering Lakes S0901, S0902 and S0903.

Orbit Acquired Orbit Acquired
28182 SEP-09-2000 21:22:28 29456 DEC-07-2000 21:25:13
28225 SEP-12-2000 21:28:15 29462 DEC-08-2000 07:17:50
28454 SEP-28-2000 21:25:23 29499 DEC-10-2000 21:31:00
28460 SEP-29-2000 07:17:59 29728 DEC-26-2000 21:28:10
28497 OCT-01-2000 21:31:06 30687 MAR-03-2001 21:22:37
28683 OCT-14-2000 21:22:31 30730 MAR-06-2001 21:28:23
28726 OCT-17-2000 21:28:15 30959 MAR-22-2001 21:25:25
28955 NOV-02-2000 21:25:18 31008 MAR-26-2001 07:23:43
28998 NOV-05-2000 21:31:04 31231 APR-10-2001 21:27:55
29004 NOV-06-2000 07:23:40 31460 APR-26-2001 21:25:11
29184 NOV-18-2000 21:22:26 31503 APR-29-2001 21:30:56
29227 NOV-21-2000 21:28:11 31689 MAY-12-2001 21:22:08
29276 NOV-25-2000 07:26:30 31961 MAY-31-2001 21:24:53



All SAR images were processed using ASF’s MapReady 2.2.5 (Alaska Satellite 

Facility; Fairbanks, Alaska). Terrain corrections were made using a 60 m digital 

elevation model (DEM) before images were geocoded to the Polar Stereographic 

projection (Datum WGS84), and outputted in the geotiff file format.

Images were clipped to a 5 km area surrounding each lake using ArcGIS 9.3 

(ESRI; Redlands, California). These clips were reprojected into the WGS UTM 6N 

projection.

Due to the failure of the last gyroscope on ERS-2 in January 2000, the coarse 

DEM, and the low topographic relief of the study area, all images required manual 

georeferencing. The image clips were manually georeferenced to the lake perimeter 

measurements obtained during the 2009 summer field season.

SAR records the amplitude and phase of the signal returning to the sensor. The 

phase of the signal contains inherent randomness due to temporal differences in signal 

acquisition. The noise was reduced in the clipped images by applying the Lee speckle 

suppression filter in ERDAS/Imagine (ERDAS; Norcross, Georgia). The Lee filter was 

selected because it preserves edges, while providing moderate speckle suppression 

(Sheng and Xia 1996). A window size of 3 was used.

A shapefile was created from each clipped image. Each pixel in these shapefiles 

were classified as grounded or ungrounded (corresponding to grounded or ungrounded 

ice), based on a predetermined threshold value. The threshold value that was used varied 

between -8 and -14 dB. The product of this step was a thresholded image.
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Some images contain stray pixels. These appear as discontinuities in the 

thresholded image and are classified as grounded or ungrounded when the surrounding 

pixels report the opposite value. Clumps smaller than 20 pixels were reclassified using 

ERDAS/Imagine 9.3. After reclassification, stray pixels conformed to the surrounding 

image.

The images were cut to the lake perimeter as delineated during fieldwork in July 

2009. To create a single master image of each lake, the ungrounded portion of each 

image was coded to the ice growth following the previous image, and then summed. The 

ice thickness range of each pixel was estimated by adding these images.

Converting ice thickness to water depth was achieved by comparison of mass 

densities. Given the mass density of water as 1000 kg/m and the mass density of ice as 

917 kg/m (Cutnell and Johnson 1995), ice thickness was converted to water depth by 

dividing ice thickness by 1000/917, or 1.09.

Lake volume was calculated from the SAR-derived bathymetric map by assuming 

each pixel had a depth equal to the average between the upper and lower bounds of its 

depth range. Volume was calculated from pixel size and estimated depth. In the case 

where the entire lake did not freeze to the lakebed, maximum depth was assumed to be 2 

m, based on field observation.

Step 4: Compare fieldwork bathymetry to SAR bathymetry
Conventional bathymetric surveys were performed on lakes S0901, S0902 and

S0903 in July 2009. Individual data points were collected from a canoe using a lead line.
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At each data point, depth and position were saved into a Trimble GeoExplorer III DGPS 

(Trimble Corporation; Sunnyvale, California). Lake perimeters were marked by walking 

the shorelines with a GPS logging position every five seconds.

The data were downloaded from the GPS using Trimble’s Pathfinder Office 

version 3.10. The rover files were exported from Pathfinder Office to shape files. The 

shape files were used to interpolate the bathymetric surface using the Geostatistical 

Analyst package in ArcGIS 9.3. Maps of the bathymetric surface were generated using 

kriging.

Image processing was repeated for each lake using threshold values ranging from 

-8 to -14 dB. Each of the 7 bathymetric maps was compared to field measurements based 

on 1) closest individual volume estimate, 2) closest visual representation and 3) closest 

systemic volume estimate.
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Results
The ice thickness equation was calibrated using FDD from two sources to 

determine C in the Modified Stefan’s Ice Thickness Equation. After calibration, this 

equation was used to calculate ice thickness on dates where SAR images were available. 

SAR bathymetry was estimated using images from ERS-2 and then compared to ground 

truthed bathymetry.

Step 1: Determine input parameters for ice thickness equation
The C values calculated from the data collected by various weather stations are

presented in Table 5. They fell within the expected range of 0.50 to 0.70. The C’s 

calculated from the WERC meteorological stations (Franklin Bluffs, Kavik, Lower 

Kadleroshilik, North White Hills, Northwest Kuparuk, Prudhoe Bay, West Kuparuk and 

White Hills) fell between 0.60 and 0.70, with the exception of Franklin Bluffs, 0.49. The 

C calculated from the Prudhoe Bay NCDC station, 0.64, is within the range of the C’s 

derived from the WERC meteorological stations. The Northwest Kuparuk station had 

significantly more data points for calibration because lakes L9817 and L9312, which 

have been thoroughly studied, are within its proximity.
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Table 5: Calculated C for each meteorological station. The number of ice thickness data points 
available to calculate each C is denoted by “n”.

Station C n
Prudhoe Bay NCDC 0.64 190
Franklin Bluffs 0.49 6
Kavik 0.70 2
Lower Kad 0.70 2
North White Hills 0.64 6
NW Kuparuk 0.66 115
Prudhoe Bay 0.64 3
West Kuparuk 0.61 2
White Hills 0.60 4



Figure 8 illustrates the effect of C on predicted ice thickness. Cumulative 

freezing degree days approach 9000 (°F) at the end of winter. Choosing a C of 0.64 

would estimate an end of season ice thickness of 1.54 m, whereas a C of 0.49 or 0.70 

would estimate 1.17 m or 1.68 m, respectively. Depending on the chosen C, estimated 

ice thickness could vary by 0.5 m by the end of the winter season.
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Figure 8: Ice thickness vs. £FDD for a sample of C’s.

The correlation between actual and predicted ice thickness is shown in Figures 9 

and 10. Measured ice thickness from previous WERC projects is on the x-axis, and ice 

thickness predicted from the Modified Stefan’s Equation is on the y-axis. In Figure 9, 

2FDD were taken from the NCDC Prudhoe Bay Station, and in Figure 10 they were 

taken from the closest meteorological station.
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Figure 9: Ice thickness predicted using FDD from the NCDC Prudhoe Bay Station vs. Actual Ice 
Thickness. C = 0.64
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Figure 10: Ice thickness predicted using FDD from the Closest Met. Station vs. Measured Ice 
Thickness.

(C varies with location, see Table 5.)



Step 2: Predict ice thickness
The ice thickness for each image was estimated using the Modified Stefan’s

Equation. Freezing degree days were taken from the NCDC Prudhoe Bay station. A C of 

0.64 was selected based on the results of the previous section. The recorded £FDD and 

predicted ice thickness are listed in Table 6.
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Table 6: Predicted ice thickness for each image.

Freezing Predicted Ice 
Date Degree Days Thickness

________________ (°F)___________ (m)
12/8/2000 1957 0.72

12/26/2000 2522 0.81
3/3/2001 5221 1.17
3/6/2001 5346 1.19

3/22/2001 6241 1.28
3/26/2001 6454 1.3
4/10/2001 7039 1.36
4/26/2001 7503 1.41
4/29/2001 7608 1.41
5/12/2001 7945 1.45
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Step 3: Process images to determine SAR bathymetry
Five to six images were available for analysis of each lake. Table 7 shows the

acquisition date of relevant images, as well as the maximum predicted ice thickness and 

water depth. The ice thickness at any point on the lake is less than or equal to the 

predicted maximum thickness, depending on the depth of that section of the lake. 

Relevant images were seasonally limited to the time period between the brightening of 

the lake (due to the appearance of long, elongated bubbles) and either spring thaw or the 

lake ice appearing to be grounded.

Table 7: Ice thickness and water depth estimates for images used in the analysis.

Predicted 
Predicted Max.
Max. Ice Water

Thickness depth Lake Lake Lake 
Date_______ (m) 1 (m)2 S0901 S0902 S0903

12/8/2000 0.72 0.66 x
12/26/2000 0.81 0.75 x
3/3/2001 1.17 1.08 x
3/6/2001 1.19 1.10 x x

3/22/2001 1.28 1.19 x x x
3/26/2001 1.30 1.21 x
4/10/2001 1.36 1.26 x x x
4/26/2001 1.41 1.30 x x
4/29/2001 1.41 1.31 x
5/12/2001 1.45 1.34 x x

1 Calculated using the Modified Stefan’s ice thickness equation with a C of 0.64 and FDD taken from 
NCDC’s Prudhoe Bay station.

2 Calculated by assuming an 9% expansion from water to ice. (water depth = ice thickness/1.09)



Lake S0901 began to exhibit bright characteristics on December 8, and appeared 

to be grounded by April 10. Lakes S0902 and S0903 brightened by March 6, and did not 

appear to fully ground throughout the winter season.

Varying of the decibel threshold, the parameter which determines whether a pixel 

is grounded or ungrounded, has a significant effect on the predicted lake volume, as can 

be seen in Figure 11. Pixels brighter than (greater than) the threshold were classified as 

ungrounded, while pixels darker than (less than) the threshold were classified as 

grounded. In all cases, as the decibel threshold was lowered, the predicted lake volume 

increased. The volume of lake S0903 was much more responsive to changes in decibel 

threshold than lakes S0901 and S0902, due to S0903’s larger surface area.
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Step 4: Compare fieldwork bathymetry to SAR bathymetry
The results of the bathymetric surveys conducted in July 2009 are listed in Table

8, and the corresponding bathymetric maps are in provided in Figure 12.

Table 8: Results of Bathymetry taken July, 2009

Surface Max.
Latitude Longitude Area Volume Depth Points 

Lake (N)_______(W)______ (m2)____ (m3) (m) Collected
50901 69.844 148.782 387,000 420,000 1.95 586
50902 69.588 148.638 358,000 374,000 1.9 711
50903 69.477 148.581 486,000 437,000 2.1 783
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Figure 12: Bathymetry derived from fieldwork, July 2009. Depths in meters.



The decibel threshold providing the most accurate individual volume varied 

between lakes (Table 9). Lake S0903 had a significantly lighter (less negative) threshold 

than Lakes S0901 and S0902.

Table 9: Decibel threshold predicting the closest volume for each lake.
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SAR Volume Known Difference
Threshold Estimate Volume (SAR -Known)

Lake (dB)___________ (m3)_____________ (m3)1___________ (m3)_____

S0901 -12 418,000 420,000 -2,000 (1%)
S0902 -14 380,000 374,000 6,000 (2%)
S0903 -9 465,000 437,000 28,000 (7%)

1 See following section, “Results, Compare Fieldwork Bathymetry to SAR Bathymetry”

The second criteria for evaluating SAR bathymetry was the best visual match to 

the conventional bathymetry. For all three lakes, the most accurate visual representation 

was created using the -10 decibel threshold, Table 10.

Table 10: Decibel threshold yielding the closest volume representation of the conventional 
bathymetry.

SAR Volume Known Difference
Lake Threshold Estimate Volume (SAR-Known)

____________(dB)___________(mf)___________ (m3)_____________(m3)
50901 -10 394,000 420,000 -26,000 (-6%)
50902 -10 314,000 374,000 -60,000 (-16%)
50903 -10 542,000 437,000 105,000 (26%)



To determine the best overall threshold, the sum of differences for each lake was 

calculated, (Figure 13). The motivation behind this criteria was to provide guidance if 

this process were to be automated for large areas of North Slope lakes. The sum of 

differences was calculated by summing the absolute value of the difference between the 

fieldwork derived and the SAR derived bathymetry at each threshold. This analysis 

demonstrated that if  a single threshold value were chosen for all lake analyses, then -9 

decibels would yield the most accurate volume estimates for all lakes.
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Figure 13: Sum of differences between fieldwork-derived and SAR-derived volumes for all lakes.

Table 11 illustrates the estimated volume for each lake when pixels brighter than - 

9 decibels (the calibrated threshold value) were classified as ungrounded.
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Table 11: Comparison of Known and SAR-derived bathymetry at the best systemic threshold, -9 dB

SAR Volume Known Difference
threshold Estimate Volume (SAR-Known)

Lake______ (dB)_____________(m3)_______________(m3)_________________ (m3)

50901 -9 344,000 420,000 -76,000 (-18%)
50902 -9 303,000 374,000 -71,000 (-19%)
50903 -9 465,000 437,000 28,000 (7%)



Discussion
This section contains two parts; one discussing the calibration and results of the 

Modified Stefan’s Ice Thickness Equation and another discussing the results of the SAR 

bathymetry.

Ice Thickness
The calculated C values were found to be within the expected range taken from 

Table 2, 0.50 to 0.70. A C of 0.64 used with the Prudhoe Bay temperature data yielded 

an end of season maximum ice thickness of 1.54 m.

The Franklin Bluffs C value was an outlier, it was significantly lower than the 

other C’s calculated. The six data points used to compute the Franklin Bluffs C were all 

taken from lake W0613, on a single day. Due to the small input data set it was not 

selected to predict ice thickness.

Both sources of £FDD show similar correlations between actual and predicted ice 

thickness, with a slope of 0.9710 and 0.9601 for the NCDC Prudhoe Bay data and the 

closest meteorological stations, respectively (Figures 9 and 10). The R of 0.5792 for the 

Prudhoe Bay NCDC data and the 0.6160 for the closest meteorological station data 

indicates that selection of meteorological stations from the nearest station will not 

necessarily yield results significantly better than those predicted using data from Prudhoe 

Bay. This combined with the ease of data acquisition from a single source suggests that 

utilizing Prudhoe Bay NCDC data is an appropriate alternative.
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SAR Bathymetry 

Lake S0901
Comparison of SAR-based bathymetry with field bathymetry for lake S0901 is 

presented in Figure 14. A decibel threshold of -12 yielded the closest volume estimation,

418.000 m3, underestimating the field-derived volume of 420,000 m3 by 1%. A lake 

volume estimate at the calibrated threshold, -9 decibels, yielded a volume estimate of

344.000 m3, an 18% underestimate.

Lake S0901 appeared grounded in images acquired on or after April 10.

According to the summer bathymetry and the ice thickness prediction, it should have 

appeared ungrounded throughout the winter season. The false grounding of this lake led 

to a significant volume underestimation when using the -9 or -10 decibel thresholds. 

Adjusting the threshold to the calibrated value resulted in a darker threshold, and led to 

misclassified pixels.

The map derived by using the -12 decibel threshold (Figure 14, Part B) was most 

effective at approximating the deepest portion of the lake, whereas the map using the -10 

decibel threshold (Part C) generated a much smaller deep area. The two large shallow 

(red) sections in the middle of the lake in Part D originate from the December 8 image -  

those sections were coded as being grounded at the -9 decibel threshold.

No decibel threshold accurately captured the shallow ring along the border of the 

lake. The SAR bathymetry overestimated water depth along the lake border, and 

underestimated water depth in the center of the lake.
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Fieldwork bathymetry, speckle-filtered SAR images and images processed using 

three decibel thresholds are shown in Figure 15. “Expected from Fieldwork” was 

developed by using the field bathymetric shape file and classifying all points deeper than 

the predicted water depth as floating ice; others as grounded ice. As the decibel threshold 

of processed images becomes more negative, a greater portion of the lake area is 

classified as floating ice. The threshold values of -9 and -10 dB yielded results more 

closely representing the SAR image. The threshold value of -12 dB most likely 

overestimates the number of ungrounded pixels, as evidenced in the March 26 image.

The grounded pixels in the middle of the lake of the December 8 and 26 images at 

the -9 decibel threshold in Figure 15 were likely ungrounded, but the elongated bubbles 

required to produce a bright image had likely not formed so early in the season. The 

clumping and sieving portions of the analysis reclassified the falsely grounded portions in 

the December 26 image, but not in the December 8 image because those areas were too 

large. The falsely grounded portion of the December 8 image in Figure 15 matched the 

shallow portion of the map in Part D of  Figure 14.

In comparing the speckle filtered SAR image with the portion of the lake 

expected to be grounded from fieldwork in Figure 15, the SAR image indicated a smaller 

fraction of the lake being grounded than expected on December 8 and 26, and less being 

grounded than presented in the SAR image on March 26.

Lake S0902
Comparison of SAR-based bathymetry with field bathymetry for lake S0902 is 

presented in Figure 16. A decibel threshold of -14 yielded the closest volume estimation,
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380,000 m3 overestimating the field-derived volume of 374,000 m3 by 2%. A lake 

volume estimate using the -9 decibel threshold yielded a volume estimate of 302,000 m , 

a 19% underestimate. Lake S0902 did not appear to ground over the entire lake area, so 

the maximum ice thickness could not be calculated. It was assumed to be 2 m for the 

analysis, which was validated by field measurements.

In the case of lake S0902, a decibel threshold of -14 yields the best volume 

estimation, as presented in Figure 16, Part B. This map overestimates the area of the 

deepest section and underestimates the area of the shallowest section. It does not capture 

the shallow ring of the lake and represents the southeast handle of the lake as being more 

than 1.33 m deep when field observations indicate that it was only a few centimeters 

deep. The maps created at the -9 and -10 decibel levels (Parts C and D) of  Figure 16 are 

very similar both to each other and to the fieldwork bathymetry (Part A). These maps 

more accurately capture the shallow lake ring and the shape of the deeper section. Lake 

S0902 never froze to the lakebed entirely, therefore the maximum ice thickness cannot be 

determined from the SAR, but is assumed to be 2 m for the analysis.

Designating a threshold of -9 or -10 decibels produced reasonable approximations 

of the SAR imagery, but a threshold of -14 underestimated the number of grounded 

pixels for lake S0902, (Figure 17). In comparing the speckle filtered images to what was 

expected from fieldwork, the speckle filtered SAR indicates a greater portion of the lake 

as being ungrounded on March 6 and April 26, but the speckle filtered SAR image and 

the fieldwork image correlate well on May 12.
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Lake S0903
Comparison of SAR-based and field-based bathymetry for lake S0903 is 

presented in Figure 18. A decibel threshold of -9 yielded the closest volume estimation,

465,000 m3 overestimating the field-derived volume of 437,000 m3 by 7%.

Lake S0903 had the largest surface area of the lakes in the study, and the volume 

estimates were more dependent on decibel threshold than the other two lakes. According 

to SAR, the deepest section of this lake did not ground throughout the winter season.

The map created at the -9 decibel threshold (Figure 18, Part B) overestimated the 

changes in ice thickness on the northwest section of the lake. It captures some of the 

deeper sections, but underestimates the shallower intermediate sections. Both the -9 and 

-10 decibel maps capture the shallow section on the west end of the lake. The map 

created at the -10 decibel threshold overestimates the area of the deepest section, as well 

as misclassifies a portion of the deepest section as being 15 cm shallower than it was (the 

range is classified as being between 1.18-1.259 m when it is greater than 1.33 m). There 

was a shallower section on the west side of the lake, but it was located to the south of the 

portion of the image reported as being between 1.18 and 1.259 m. The deep section of 

the -10 decibel map is wider than what was observed in the field. Reducing the decibel 

threshold to -9 does not narrow that section, but makes it discontinuous. The -10 decibel 

threshold most closely resembles the SAR image in Figure 19. The “Expected from 

Fieldwork” series shows more of the lake being grounded than the speckle-filtered SAR 

series. This discrepancy indicates an overestimation in ice thickness.
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Figure 14: Results for Lake S0901.

a.) Bathymetry derived from fieldwork July 2009. b.) Bathymetric map which yields the closest 
volume to fieldwork, c.) Bathymetric map having the closest appearance to the known bathymetry, 
d.) Bathymetric map using the threshold which yields the closest lake volume systemically.
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Figure 15: Example of the effects of thresholding on three images for Lake S0901.
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Figure 16: Results for Lake S0902.

a.) Bathymetry derived from fieldwork July 2009. b.) Bathymetric map which yields the closest 
volume to fieldwork, c.) Bathymetric map having the closest appearance to the known bathymetry, 
d.) Bathymetric map using the threshold which yields the closest lake volume estimate systemically.
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Figure 17: Sample of thresholding for Lake S0902.
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Figure 18: Results for Lake S0903.

a.) Bathymetry derived from fieldwork July 2009. b.) Bathymetric map which yields the closest 
volume to fieldwork, c.) Bathymetric map having the closest appearance to the known bathymetry, 
d.) Bathymetric map using the threshold which yields the closest lake volume estimate systemically.
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Figure 19: Sample of thresholding for Lake S0903.



Conclusions
This study achieved its objective of evaluating bathymetry and volume of shallow 

North Slope lakes using SAR and the Modified Stefan’s Ice Growth Equation.

Employing temperature data from NCDC’s Prudhoe Bay station was found to be 

as accurate as employing temperature data from multiple WERC stations for calculating 

ice growth. A C-value of 0.64 in the Modified Stefan’s Equation was found to 

approximate the environmental conditions producing the best representation of lake ice 

thicknesses on North Slope lakes.

A total of nineteen SAR-derived bathymetric maps were created. In analyzing the 

correlation between the volume estimate and the decibel threshold used during 

processing, predicted volumes decreased with increasing decibel thresholds. The maps 

were the most sensitive to the earliest and latest season images because those images 

account for the greatest surface area on the final map.

Processing the images to obtain the closest volume estimate for each individual 

lake showed that the best decibel thresholds were -12, -14 and -9 dB for lakes S0901, 

S0902 and S0903, respectively. The closest visual representation was reached by 

processing the images at the -10 decibel threshold in all lakes. The processing method to 

minimize the sum of errors for all lakes was -9 decibels.

The SAR showed less grounded area than would be predicted from conventional 

bathymetry (Figures 13, 15 and 17). This difference is due to an overestimate of the ice 

thickness, likely resulting from differences in snow cover or wind exposure. Though the
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ice thickness equation overestimated ice thickness in this study, it is still a useful tool for 

this large, data poor environment.

The volumes observed during the summer field season were greater than the 

volume estimated by winter bathymetry, which can be explained by water balance 

variations throughout the year. Spring snowmelt is the greatest input to North Slope 

lakes, followed by summer months where evapotranspiration exceed recharge. These 

two factors result in lakes being at their highest level after snowmelt (early May) and at 

their lowest level before freeze up (mid September). Therefore, a lower volume estimate 

for winter bathymetry would be expected.

The lake volume estimates obtained by using this method are sufficient for use in 

water supply planning applications. This method produces reasonable bathymetry and 

volume approximations, and can be used to target lakes which are promising candidates 

for winter water withdrawal. This powerful tool can aid resource managers in balancing 

the needs of industrial and environmental users.
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Future Work

Classification of Lakes
Dividing the lakes into classes based on their water quality characteristics, bottom

type, snow distribution and wind exposure would yield better bathymetry estimations. 

Water quality, particularly salinity and the concentration of dissolved gases affects the 

return signal. Lakes having a salinity >1%o will appear dark regardless of the presence of 

the elongated bubbles frozen into the ice (Weeks et al. 1978). The concentration of 

dissolved gases in the water most likely has an effect on the formation of the elongated 

bubbles essential for ungrounded ice to appear bright. Higher gas concentrations would 

result in the appearance of bubbles earlier in the season. Because rocky bottoms create a 

rougher ice-sediment interface than soft organic bottoms, they result in a brighter tone 

when grounded. Rocky-bottomed lakes result in a decrease in backscatter of 6 dB from 

floating to grounded ice. Soft-bottomed lakes result in a decrease of 9-10 dB (Duguay 

and Lafleur 2003). Both snow distribution and wind exposure influence the rate of ice 

growth. Snow acts as an insulator, slowing the ice growth. Wind affects ice growth in 

two ways; indirectly by redistributing the snow and directly by convection of warm air 

away from the lake. Examining the surrounding topography to determine which areas of 

the lake are likely to be accumulation zones for snow and which are likely to be wind 

exposed. Better understanding of water quality and bottom characteristics would allow 

for more accurate SAR interpretation. Greater knowledge of wind and snow cover 

distributions would yield more accurate ice thickness approximations. By improving 

both the SAR interpretation and the ice thickness measurements, a more accurate 

estimate of bathymetry is possible.
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In this study, it would have been more accurate to measure bathymetry of the 

lakes just prior to freeze up, and then collect images over the following winter. Winter 

visits to the lakes would have been useful to obtain ice cores, ice thickness measurements 

and water chemistry measurements.

For water resource managers
Direct products of this thesis are the ice growth model (with calibrated

parameters) and the verification that deep lakes can be identified by late season SAR

images. The ice growth model was calibrated by using 190 data points taken over three

winters, which were widely distributed across the North Slope. A single late season

image could be used to determine which lakes have large sections not freezing to the

lakebed, and are therefore promising sites for fieldwork to determine exact bathymetry.

For future development
An extrapolation of this method could be used in planning ice roads. Using this

report as a pilot study, it would be possible to automate bathymetry and volume 

determination. To automate this process, the images would need to be geolocated, 

clipped to a lake mask, thresholded and added according to the parameters in this thesis. 

If this process were automated using multiple years of data, the result would be a very 

robust model of geographic water availability.

The automation would allow for low-cost long term monitoring of this important 

resource.
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Appendix B: Results of holes drilled into study lakes, April 2009

Water

Lake Hole Date
Lat (N) 

(WGS84)
Long (W) 
(WGS84)

Ice
(m)

beneath 
ice (m)

Snow
(m)

S0901 1 4/23/2009 69.844889 -148.7782 1.35 0 0.23
S0901 2 4/23/2009 69.843528 -148.7856 1.47 0 0.2
S0902 1 4/22/2009 69.580389 -148.6416 1.32 0.22 0.22
S0902 2 4/22/2009 69.579611 -148.6417 1.02 0.11 0.3
S0902 3 4/22/2009 69.579028 -148.6345 1.15 0 0.39
S0903 1 4/22/2009 69.476556 -148.5751 1.22 0.09 0.28
S0903 2 4/22/2009 69.478083 -148.5788 1.25 0 0.39
S0903 3 4/22/2009 69.479889 -148.5854 1.3 0.1 0.25
S0903 4 4/22/2009 69.47575 -148.5863 1.03 0 0.24
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Appendix C: Soundings used to determine bathymetry for Lakes 
S0901, S0902, and S0903




